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Modern Project Profiles 

                          Differences in workflow cost allocations between  a conventional 

process and a      modern process  

 

 

 

 Continuous Integration 
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            The continuous integration inherent in an iterative  development       process     

enables better insight into  quality trade-offs.  

System characteristics that are largely inherent in the architecture (performance, fault 

tolerance, maintainability) are tangible earlier in the process, when issues are still 

correctable 

Early Risk Resolution 

Conventional projects usually do the easy stuff first, modern process attacks the 

important 20%  

of the requirements, use cases, components, and risks.  

The effect of the overall life-cycle philosophy on the 80/20 lessons provides a useful 

risk management  

perspective.  

80% of the engineering is consumed by 20% of the requirements.  

80% of the software cost is consumed by 20% of the components 

80% of the errors are caused by 20% of the components 

80% of the progress is made by 20% of the people.  

Evolutionary Requirements 

Conventional approaches decomposed system requirements into subsystem 

requirements, subsystem requirements into  

component requirements, and component requirements into  unit requirements 

The organization of requirements was structured so traceability was simple 

Most modern architectures that use commercial components,  

legacy components, distributed resources and object-oriented methods are not 

trivially traced  to the requirements they satisfy.  
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The artifacts are now intended to evolve along with the process,with more and more 

fidelity as the progresses life-cycle and the requirements understanding matures 

Teamwork among stakeholders 

Many aspects of the classic development process cause stakeholder relationships to 

degenerate into mutual distrust, making it difficult to balance requirements, product 

features, and plans 

It also requires a development organization that is focused on achieving customer 

satisfaction and high product quality in a profitable manner 

The transition from the exchange of mostly paper artifacts to demonstration of 

intermediate results is one of the crucial mechanisms for promoting teamwork among 

stakeholders 

 

            Top 10 Software Management Principles 

1. Base the process on an architecture-first approach – rework rates remain stable 

over the project life cycle. 

2.Establish an iterative life-cycle process that confronts risk early 

3.Transition design methods to emphasize component-based development 

 4.Establish a change management environment – the dynamics of iterative 

development, including concurrent                      workflows by different teams working 

on shared artifacts, necessitate highly controlled baselines 

5.Enhance change freedom through tools that support round-trip engineering  
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Software Management Best Practices: 
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